From gross anatomy to clinical management, the Anatomy Reference Center™ delivers fundamental, comprehensive anatomy knowledge for the busy practitioner.

Anatomy Reference Center™ is a comprehensive, image-rich source of gross anatomy and imaging anatomy information and insight for medical professionals in a range of disciplines, researchers and students.

This unique reference offers a combination of more than 10,000 images - including illustrations, cadaver photos, radiology, histology and musculoskeletal images and comprehensive anatomy topics spanning regional, systemic and imaging anatomy perspectives.

Anatomy Reference Center™ also offers significant histology coverage, embryology coverage and normal imaging anatomy for all body regions, including CT, MRI, plain film, and ultrasound.

Why Amirsys Anatomy Reference Center?

- A comprehensive gross and imaging anatomy resource serving a wide range of medical specialties and health professionals, including Gross Anatomy, Imaging Anatomy and Detailed Images
- Normal Imaging Anatomy—including CT, MRI, plain film and ultrasound for all body regions
- Systematic coverage of the entire body in over 175 modules; regional coverage of the entire body in over 90 modules
- Written by award-winning anatomists and radiologists

An Anatomy Reference for the Whole Institution
What’s Included:

- **Nearly 8,000 gross anatomy structures** provide trainees and medical professionals with vital normal anatomy information
- **Over 6,000 clinical anatomy structures, spaces, and features** provide medical professionals with clinical context
- **Nearly 1,000 anatomically-relevant abnormalities and disease states** provide insight into diagnosis
- **Easy-to-Consume Text** - Text is brief and bulleted to help medical professionals absorb information efficiently
- **Consistent Format** - Each topic follows the same organizational format so users always know where to look for the information they need
- **Powerful Google-Like Search** - Quick and powerful Google-like search tools allows users to search across all topics and images using keyword search terms or category filters
- **eMail Links to Full-Text Topics** - Medical professionals and trainees can enhance collaboration with colleagues through direct links to anatomy topics
- **Printable, Downloadable, PowerPoint-Friendly Images** - Ideal for rapid presentation creation on any anatomy topics.

About Amirsys:

Amirsys, Inc., an imprint of Elsevier, is a leading provider of innovative healthcare information solutions in radiology, pathology, and anatomy. Their unique combination of proprietary technology and image-intensive, evidence-based content provide online problem-solving solutions and reference books to thousands of physicians and health professionals worldwide.